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Precursors

Announcements

Motions

Discussions

Community Day-
-Marie: Feb Fest separate from community engagement, Community Day for service projects and involvement
with Stratford, Tuesday after spring break. Afternoon of Feb Fest used for shortened regular classes.

Homework over break
-Homework over break?
-Salome and Eliza: homework typically not overwhelming, but flexibility appreciated
-Jennifer and Liz: small amount of reading homework likely
-Liz: not a bad idea to discuss curriculum at town meeting
-Erin and Emma: Winter break a chance to get ahead in big projects and caught up in schoolwork
-Bill: important conversation, balance is important, active discussion good for coming to agreement
-Salome: Should be at teacher’s discretion
-Marie: if individual students have an issue, should work with their teachers to solve it
-Catherine: How overbearing is winter break work typically?
-Eleanor: A rule not necessary, but break time is valuable for rest
-Jennifer: Quarter ends close after winter break

Feb Fest update
-Marie: Feb Fest is a mini-Junetime on February 2nd and 3rd, chance for students and teachers to explore new
topics
-Eliza: Afternoon classes an opportunity to ease students into the new quarter, would be good for teachers to
hold off homework
-Tom: Also immediately after musical, so could potentially affect involvement

Dave: Frosty Band welcomes all musicians on Friday with easily transportable instruments. Music provided by
Dan Paris. “Decibel Off” to see which class is the loudest. Cups, frisbee, flour, 3 clues for contest. End with
trivia kahoot, gender vs. gender smackdown, other round of Frosty Band, then on to volleyball
-Emma and Marie: gender vs. gender could perpetuate stereotyping, other way of team division could be
better
-Erin: Possibility for Stratford involvement?
-Tom: as auditorium portion grows, more chances for involvement with Stratford
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